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Nucleon binding energy

q 56Fe is the most
stable element

q 62Ni is the most
stable element
[Fewell AJP 1995]

q For the others, there
is potential energy
available for fission 
or fusion
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Fusion in the sun
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q Proton-proton chain
reaction

q An extremely slow 
reaction

q Gravitational
confinement

~200 W.m-3

1 
m

~500 W.m-3

• 15 x 106 K
• 150 g.cm-3

150 t



Some interesting fusion reactions

Deuterium-Tritium 
nuclear fusion

q With neutron emission

4

10 keV ~ 100 Millions Kq Without neutron emission (aneutronic) :

Plasma 
physics
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Energy flow and ignition criterion

Lawson 
criterion

5

q The plasma is heated by confined alpha particles

q There are conduction and radiation losses

q Assuming no external input, losses are balanced by ! particle
heating

ne ⇠ 1020 � 1021m�3

⌧E ⇠ 1s

Wth = 3nekBT

1
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Product 〈σ v〉 for the D−T reaction

Figure 1.2: Product 〈σv〉 for the D-T reaction [Huba 2007].

p = nkBT the thermal pressure3. Before going any further, we need to know what kind
of device will be used to heat the plasma to temperatures of several keV. The issue is that
in order for the plasma to be in thermal equilibrium, the losses must be compensated by
the injected power, which is the sum of an auxiliary power and the fusion power carried
by the α particles: Pheat = Pα + Paux. It is convenient to define the quality factor Q
by the ratio of the fusion power Pfus to the auxiliary power Paux: Q = Pfus/Paux. We
want Q to be as high as possible. Achieving Q = 10 during a few hundreds of seconds is
one of ITER’s main goals. The plasma is transparent to neutron so their energy is not
available, only the power Pα = Pfus/5 carried by the α particles can heat the plasma. We
also define the energy confinement time τE , which characterizes the characteristic decay
time of the energy of the plasma. It is the energy content Wth divided by the losses Ploss:
Ploss = Wth/τE4. The thermal energy content is split in half between the electrons and
ions. For stoechiometric conditions, we have nD = nT = ne/2, so that Wth = 3nekT ,
where V is the plasma volume. Hence the injected power compensates the losses when

Pα + Paux = Pα

(

1 +
5

Q

)

=
3neV T

τE
,

with Pα = ∆Ef 〈σv〉n2
eV/20. Assuming that all the power is provided by the α

particles (Q = ∞), we must have

neτE =
60T

〈σv〉∆Ef
, (1.8)

which is called the Lawson criterion. At the temperatures where fusion can be envisaged,

3In the following we will drop the Boltzmann constant kB and simply assume that T is in units of
energy.

4In steady state. Otherwise the proper definition is τE = Wth/(Ploss − dtWth)
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Lawson criterion

q Long confinement time,
small density

Magnetic
confinement 

fusion

Inertial
confinement 

fusion

6

q Short confinement time, 
large density

q The reaction rate, ⟨"#⟩, only depends on 
temperature

q Temperature is fixed by the necessity to 
have a large cross-section

q At T~100·106 K, %&'( ≳ 3×1020 s·m-3 is
required (DT fusion)

Intermediate
range: many

other approaches
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Why fusion?

q Fusion energy: safe nuclear power?

q Fusion energy: nuclear power without the waste?

q Fusion energy: a limitless source of energy?

8

Ø A bit more complicated and approach dependent

Ø A bit more complicated and approach dependent

Ø Slightly more complicated but globally quite true



Fusion energy: safe nuclear power?

9

q No notion of critical mass contrary to fission. Meltdowns with centuries-
long impacts like Chernobyl or Fukushima can be ruled out

q Half of the fuel (tritium) is radioactive. However the amount of
radioactive material to handle on site is much less than for fission (~kg 
vs ~ton)

q A tokamak can disrupt. This is a sudden and brutal loss of confinement, 
which can damage the confinement vessel

Section 2.4 : Conséquences des disruptions

Figure 2.18 – Exemple de déformation engendrée par des courants induits : aiguille tordue d’un limi-
teur de Tore Supra, plaque de CFC cassée

plasma est réalisée grâce à des jeux de bobines magnétiques poloïdales en haut et en base de
la chambre et parcourues par des courants parallèles au courant plasma (2.19).

Figure 2.19 – Elongation du plasma à l’aide de deux bobines. En pratique, on utilise des configurations
plus complexes.

Cette configuration est cependant verticalement instable : un petit déplacement vers le
haut du plasma fait croître la force exercée par la bobine du haut, et diminuer celle exercée
par la bobine du bas, amplifiant donc la perturbation initiale. La faible inertie du plasma
rend ce mouvement très rapide et pratiquement impossible à contrebalancer par un système
de contrôle. Fort heureusement, les courants induits dans les structures lors du déplacement
du plasma s’opposent à celui-ci. Les structures passives de l’enceinte d’un tokamak sont ainsi
conçues de telle sorte à ralentir su�samment le déplacement pour permettre un contrôle actif,
sur l’échelle de temps résistif de la structure en question ·v = Lv/Rv. Néanmoins, malgré ces

55

Disruption damage (bending of plasma 
facing component) on the Tore Supra 
tokamak [Reux PhD thesis 2010]



Fusion energy: nuclear power without the waste?
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q The reaction emits energetic neutrons, used to boil water in 
order to produce steam, and finally electricity

q These neutrons induce nuclear reactions in the wall material

q Hence, short-lived radioactive waste is produced. After 50 
years, half of it can be disposed of, the other half can be
recycled after another 50 years [Broden el al, Fusion 
Engineering and Design 1998]

First wall



Fusion energy: a limitless source of electricity?
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q 0.015% of all Hydrogen is Deuterium on Earth.

q 1.4x1021 kg ocean water ➠ more than 10 billion years of 
global energetic consumption

q What about tritium? It has 12 years half-life… It is
generated from lithium

q Ultimate reserves < 50 Mt ➠ ~ 2000 years of consumption

q Ocean lithium stock: 2 - 3 MJ/kg of sea water (to be
compared to 42 MJ/kg for oil)

Only difficulty: breeding ratio > 1

1.1. The challenge of nuclear fusion as an energy source 5

It must be produced by nuclear reactions. It is usually projected to produce it in situ,
in Lithium blankets located around the vacuum vessel, using the following exothermic
reaction:

6
3Li + n −→ 4

2He + 3
1T ∆E = +4.8MeV. (1.5)

The neutrons produced by the D-T reactions can be used for this purpose. Thus the
actual limiting factor is not Tritium but Lithium. The abundance of 6

3Li is 7.5% of the
total Lithium, the most common isotope being 7

3Li. Extracting all the 6
3Li from the current

total world production of Lithium during one year approximately amounts to the total
world energy consumption per year of the late 2000s. Furthermore, the oceans contain a
small proportion of Lithium, which could eventually be used to raise the potential energy
to tens of thousands of years of the current total world energy consumption. And finally,
the much more abundant 7Li can also be used provided that it is mixed with Beryllium,
acting as a neutron multiplier. This is the reason why fusion is commonly deemed an
(almost) inexhaustible source of energy.

D-T cross section and Lawson criterion

The cross section depends on the energy of the colliding particles, that is, their velocity:
σ = σ(v). To infer the reaction rate, and then the power, which one can expect from
D-T reactions at a given temperature, one has to sum the product σ(v)v over all possible
velocities. Assuming isotropic velocity distributions for both D and T and stoechiometric
proportions, there is a mean number f(v)dv of interacting centres with velocity between
v and v + dv. Thus the reaction rate is:

dN

dt
= nDnT

∫ ∞

0

σ(v)vf(v)dv = nDnT 〈σv〉, (1.6)

where the quantity 〈σv〉 is a function of the ion temperature which characterizes the
distribution f . The distribution f can be written as a function of the Deuterium and
Tritium velocity distribution functions:

f(v) = 4πv2
∫

fD(v + u)fT (u)d
3u, v ≡ |v|. (1.7)

Fig. 1.2 represents the quantity 〈σv〉 for the D-T reaction. The temperature which
maximizes the reaction rate is of the order of a few tens of keV. However magnetohydro-
dynamic phenomena constrain the temperature at which the plasma can be heated for a
given magnetic field, so that the plasma is heated up to a temperature of typically 10 keV
(less in current day tokamaks). At this temperature, the reaction rate is 10 times less the
peak reaction rate. Also, the logarithmic derivative of 〈σv〉 with temperature is close to
2 in this regime of temperatures close to 10 keV, so that the fusion power is proportional
to the square of the density n and approximately to the square of the temperature T .
Thus it is a convenient approximation to write Pα ∝ p2, where Pα is the fusion power and
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Magnetic confinement
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q Plasma density

q Necessary confinement time: 

Larmor radius of charged particle, 
inversely proportional to magnetic field
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Tokamak configuration
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q A purely toroidal field is useless

q Centrifugal forces cause too large drifts

q One has to add a poloidal field in order to get a helical field

q The poloidal field is
obtained by driving a 
multi-million ampères 
current in the plasma

q The current is an 
important source of 
magnetohydrodynamic
instabilities

Equations

T. Nicolas

21 février 2018
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The stellarator configuration
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q Can we avoid the plasma current? Yes, but the price to pay is high

q We lose axisymmetry! External coils can no longer remain planar!

W7X construction

Fig. 1. A cross-sectional elevation view of the LHD. Note that the field periods of the right and left cross sections are different.

Fig. 2. A bird’s-eye view of the LHD.

Komori et al. GOAL AND ACHIEVEMENTS OF LHD PROJECT

4 FUSION SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY VOL. 58 JULY0AUG. 2010

LHD

W7X operation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u-fbBRAxJNk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=51Hji5NfkdA


Tokamak Vs Stellarator
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ü Axisymmetry, leading to better
confinement 

✗ No real steady-state
✗ Magnetohydrodynamic instabilities
✗ Disruptions ✘✘✘

✗ No axisymmetry so
✗ More difficult to build
✗ Slightly degraded confinement

ü No steady state  problem
ü Better stability
ü No major disruptions



ITER objective
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q According to scaling laws, ITER 
should reach ignition

q The ratio of output power over 
the power absorbed by plasma

ne ⇠ 1020 � 1021m�3

⌧E ⇠ 1s

Wth = 3nekBT

Qplasma =
500MW

50MW
= 10

1

q But the global plant !, or 
engineering !, is much less

ne ⇠ 1020 � 1021m�3

⌧E ⇠ 1s

Wth = 3nekBT

Qplasma =
500MW

50MW
= 10

Qengineering < 1

1



Some (yet) unresolved problems of 
magnetic confinement fusion

18

q Disruption prevention and mitigation. More generally stability, 
especially in the case of tokamaks

q Turbulent transport prediction

q Power exhaust: power out of confined region gets concentrated in a 
very small surface

q Contamination of the plasma by impurities

q Plasma-wall interaction

q Confinement of fast particles, especially fusion-borne alphas (in 
particular in stellarators)

Most topics coupled to each other…



Progress exists in the world of fusion science 
(tokamak)

19

5 
 

2. High Temperature Superconductors  
An ideal technology for fusion magnets 

Magnet systems are the ultimate 
enabling technology for magnetic 
confinement fusion devices. All design 
concepts for power producing 
commercial fusion reactors rely on 
superconducting magnets for efficient 
and reliable production of the magnetic 
fields. HTS represents a new, game 
changing opportunity that could 
significantly advance the economic and 
technical status of magnetic 
confinement physics experiments and 
fusion reactors. It could revolutionize 
the design of magnetic fusion devices 
leading to very high performance in 
compact devices with simpler maintenance methods and enhanced reliability. This new 
technology could lead to significant acceleration of fusion energy development [4]. 

The advantages of HTS are that they can operate at very high magnetic field, high cryogenic 
temperature, high current densities, and under larger mechanical stresses and strains compared 
to existing low-temperature superconductors (LTS). The expanded volume of operating space in 
these critical parameters opens options for magnet design in a manner never previously available 
in fusion magnet technology. We note that the advantages of HTS magnets would apply to almost 
any type of magnetic confinement or plasma physics device including stellarators.  

 

Advantages of HTS for a Fusion Device: 

The B3 dependence of fusion gain and- the B4 dependence of fusion power density allows reactor 
level performance in much smaller devices and may be crucial for fusion’s eventual commercial 
realization. The maximum field at the coil (which is limited by achievable current density in the 
superconductor) has been a critical input for the design of magnetic fusion devices [2,3,15] as 
found in systems codes and studies [16,17] and tokamak magnet design studies [18]. A tokamak 
with HTS (for example, Rare-Earth Barium Copper Oxide - REBCO) would allow an increase in BT  
at the center of the plasma, over LTS technology, from | 5.5T to more than 12T. The field at the 
coil would increase from 12 T to | 25 T. Compact, high-field devices were, in fact, the proposed 
route to burning plasmas in the U.S. magnetic fusion program for 20 years prior to entering ITER. 
Community consensus was reached that a small high-field burning plasma experiment, with 
copper magnets, could be successful [19,20,21]. (Subsequent research has shown this to be 

Figure 2.1 REBCO superconductors are available in thin, 
flexible tapes. The superconducting material is deposited 
in a thin layer on a strong steel substrate. 

6 
 

correct.) HTS enables even smaller devices at higher field and provides a technological path to a 
commercially attractive steady-state fusion power system. Other advantages include: 

1. Demountable magnets: The higher critical temperature and higher heat capacities of 
materials at higher temperatures enables fusion magnets that incorporate demountable 
resistive joints that lead to vastly improved access for construction and maintenance, 
important for experiments and reactors. (See section 4) 

2. Operational Robustness: High--field compact devices operate far from all intrinsic 
disruptive kink, pressure, density, and shaping limits, and use normalized plasma regimes 

;ɴN, H, q) already integrally demonstrated in present devices. 

3. Steady---State Physics: Analysis shows that high--gain, robust steady--state operation, with 
significant external control of the current, will arise from the combination of small size, 
high field, high safety factor, and associated improvements in current drive at high 
magnetic field. (See section 6) 

 

 
Favorable characteristics of HTS over other magnet technologies 

1. High field. REBCO superconductor carries sufficient current density for magnet 
applications at fields up to 100T [22]. It has recently been incorporated into solenoid 
magnets at fields over 40T [23]. This level of performance surpasses the requirement of 
~20T on coil for compact high-field tokamaks.  

2. High temperature. REBCO can operate at over 90K but performs much better when sub-
cooled; high-field fusion and accelerator magnets often target 20-30K. The advantage of 
high temperature operation goes well beyond the thermodynamic efficiency of the 

Figure 2.2 Practical superconductors can be 
characterized by a critical surface below 
which the material is a superconductor, and 
outside of which it is a normal conducting 
material. The primary variables that define 
the critical surface are the critical 
temperature, the upper critical magnetic 
field, and the critical current density. The 
critical surface of the HTS conductor shows 
the orders of magnitude advantage in 
operating space gained over LTS 
conductors. 

q REBCO = Rare Earth Barium
Copper Oxyde

[Greenwald, M., et al. "The high-field path to 
practical fusion energy." PSFC Report PSFC/RR-
18-2 (2018).]
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Progress exists in the world of fusion science 
(tokamak)
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q ARC = Affordable, Robust, Compact

q SPARC = Smallest Possible ARC

q SPARC developed by Commonwealth Fusion Systems (linked to MIT)

q Should be operational before 2030 (before ITER…)



Progress exists in the world of fusion science 
(stellarator)

21[Landreman et al, PoP 2022], already cited 13 times

q Stellarator design has made tremendous progress in the last couple years



Outline

q Introduction to controlled thermonuclear fusion

q Why fusion?

q Magnetic confinement fusion

q Inertial confinement fusion

q Alternative approaches
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Laser fusion
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q NIF in the US

q LMJ in France

q National Ignition Facility: 192 laser beams

q Total energy in the IR lasers: 4MJ (~2MJ after conversion to UV)

q Energy deposited to DT fuel ~10 kJ



Laser fusion
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q Confinement time !"~ 10 ns

q Density #$>1031 m-3, 
comparable to the sun’s core

q Temperature reaches same
order of magnitude as 
magnetic confinement 
(T~100·106 K)



Laser fusion: indirect drive
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q Lasers hit a metallic capsule called « hohlraum »
q Laser energy is converted to X-rays, which compress the 

DT capsule in the center

✗ Parametric instabilities can impede laser propagation
✗ Low energy efficiency in heating the fuel



Example: Raman stimulated scattering
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Raman/Brillouin stimulated scattering

4

This instability is one of 
the obstacles to the 
conversion of laser 
energy into fuel 
compression for ignition

Intense laser 
pulse

Absorbed laser

Amplified density
perturbation

Backscattered light 
wave is amplified

Small density perturbation 
in the plasma

Backscattered light

m
dv

dt
= q (E+ v ⇥B)

r ·E =
⇢

✏0

r⇥B = µ0j

⇢ (@tv + v ·rv) = j⇥B�rp

cos(!1t) cos(!2t) =
1

2
[cos ((!1 + !2)t) + cos ((!1 � !2)t)]

1



Achievements and challenges
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q In 2013, the 10 kJ absorbed by the fuel turned into 14 kJ of fusion energy

q In august 2021, a shot yielding 1.35MJ of fusion energy was produced, 
for a laser energy of ~2MJ [Abu-Shawareb et al, PRL 2022]

qBreakeven was reported in a similar shot a while later, on December 5th, 
2022, with a yield of 3.15 MJ

q However, the capacitor for laser feeding were charged with ~400MJ of 
electrical energy

q More efficient lasers are possible, going from 0.5% to ~10%. But even at 
this level, dramatic physics improvements will be required

q Lasers can be fired a few times a day (instead of many times per second
as required by a GW range power plant)



Outline

q Introduction to controlled thermonuclear fusion

q Why fusion?

q Magnetic confinement fusion

q Inertial confinement fusion

q Alternative approaches
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Claims of fusion by 2030

29
List of fusion startups and their claims here:

http://julien.hillairet.free.fr/wiki/doku.ph
p?id=list_of_fusion_startups

Helion

TAE energy

General Fusion



Motivation
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q There may be a low
cost path to fusion, at 
an intermediate
density between
magnetic confinement 
and inertial
confinement

magnetic field pressure is about 0.65. Thus, Figs. 3 and 4,
and the analysis leading to them, are applicable.

Using 240 cm and the published ITER parameters of
1014 /cm3, 8 keV, and 10 kG, Eqs. !10" and !11" give a
5 MW conduction loss and a 12 MW radiation loss. Accord-
ing to Ref. 1, the radiation loss rates are expected to be about
47 MW due to impurities and line radiation, and other losses
are expected to be 87 MW, about 18 times greater than pre-
dicted by our simple model using only the poloidal field
strength !or about 450 times larger than would be predicted
using the full field strength of about 50 kG". Because the
fusion production rate is 400 MW, ITER is expected to op-
erate at a loss fraction ! of 0.33. Fortunately, much of the
losses will be made up by alpha particle heating, so the net
external power that must be supplied is about 40 MW, allow-
ing ITER to operate at a ratio of fusion power to external
power of about 10.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss the very
complex problem of tokamak energy-loss processes and why
only the poloidal field should be considered in determining
loss rates. The actual anomalous energy losses !often called
“transport”" is a subject of ongoing research. Fortunately,
tokamaks have not exhibited Bohm losses,11 where the ther-
mal conductivity is reduced by a factor that is inversely pro-
portional to the magnetic field strength, rather than inversely
proportional to the square of the field strength as is the case
for the “classical” thermal conductivity used in our analysis.
The impact of Bohm thermal conductivity can be evaluated
by substituting the Bohm value in Eqs. !10"–!14". If ITER
losses were Bohm-like, Eq. !11" would predict that ITER’s
conduction losses would be about 1011 W, or 250 times the
expected fusion power of 400 MW. Put another way, if ITER
were to operate at !=0.2 under Bohm conditions, its char-
acteristic size #Eq. !12"$ would be about 104 cm and the re-
quired energy #Eq. !13"$ would be 2.6"1013 J, an amount
comparable to the electrical energy produced in the U.S. in
about 30 s.

X. FUSION SYSTEM CAPITAL COST

The cost of fusion facilities appears to be determined pri-
marily by the required plasma energy !ITER" or by the re-
quired plasma heating rate !NIF". Particularly in ICF, emerg-
ing technologies such as pulsed-power-driven z-pinch
radiation sources, heavy-ion drivers, and solid-state lasers
might lead to lower cost. At present, we postulate that the
cost of fusion facilities can be estimated as follows:

Cost = c1EPLAS + c2PHEAT %
$10B
EITER

EPLAS +
$3B
PNIF

PHEAT,

!18"

where EITER=320 MJ and PNIF=1.1"1014 W. We will con-
firm the validity of Eq. !18" later, but first we examine its
implications. Figure 6 gives the cost that would be predicted
for a facility to access the parameter space of Figs. 3 and 4.
Figure 6 offers a startling prediction: The cost of a fusion
facility to access the region in between the extremes of MCF
and ICF is potentially several orders of magnitude lower than
ITER and NIF.

Figures 3, 4, and 6 imply that operation at 5"1020 /cm3,
40 keV, and 40 MG !#=1" requires a minimum size, mass,
energy, and power of 54 $m, 20 ng, 91 J, and 268 MW, re-
spectively, at a cost of $10K. Operation at such a small size,

high temperature, and high magnetic field could potentially
involve technological challenges that are not reflected in the
cost estimates. Therefore, let us consider something that
could be accessed by existing technology !as we will dis-
cuss": 1.7 mg, 1020 /cm3, 8 keV, 1 MG !#=65", and cylin-
drical geometry with a length-to-diameter ratio of 3 !%=6&
and '=0.75". This mass is approximately the geometric
mean between the NIF hot spot mass !10 $g" and the ITER
mass !0.35 g" and the density is approximately the geometric
mean between the ITER and NIF densities. Operation in this
regime results in a loss ratio !=0.05 and requires a radius,
energy, and power of 0.6 cm, 1.6 MJ, and 9.0"1010 W, and
most significantly according to Eq. !18", a cost of $51M.

Figure 6 appears to dispel the common notion that fusion
must be expensive. Therefore, we ask if Eq. !18" is valid. We
note that the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor !TFTR",12 an
ITER predecessor, had a plasma energy of 7 MJ. Hence, Eq.
!18" would estimate the cost of TFTR as $220M, which is
comparable to its actual cost.

To check the validity of the $51M estimate for the inter-
mediate 1.7 mg, 1020 /cm3, 8 keV, 1 MG cylindrical case,
we consider the possibility of reaching fusion temperatures
by compressing the fuel hydrodynamically with a cylindrical
pusher, commonly called a “liner.” Equation !17" implies
that a minimum velocity of 0.038 cm /$s is required, which
is less than 1% of the NIF velocity. !As implied in Ref. 2,
this reduced velocity reduces the driver requirements and,
hence, should reduce the driver cost." If the compression is
approximately adiabatic, the density, temperature, and mag-
netic field would increase as C2, C4/3, and C, where C
=r0 /rf is the radial compression ratio, that is, the ratio of the
initial radius r0 to the final radius rf. If we limit C to 10 !note
that the NIF radial compression, or convergence, ratio is a
difficult-to-achieve 30–40", then the initial radius of the liner
must be 6 cm. Because we used a length-to-final diameter
ratio of 3, the length of the liner must be 3.6 cm. If we
assume a 10%–20% coupling of liner energy to the plasma
within the liner, the liner would have to have a kinetic energy
of 8–16 MJ with a velocity of, say, 0.1 cm /$s or more.

Liners with dimensions and energy similar to those re-
quired to access this intermediate parameter space are the
type for which the Atlas13 capacitor bank was designed, al-
though not in a fusion context. The cost of Atlas was ap-
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Fig. 6. The minimum facility cost !US $" for magnetized fuel !classical
thermal conductivity, toroidal geometry, #=1" operating at !(0.2.

413 413Am. J. Phys., Vol. 77, No. 5, May 2009 I. R. Lindemuth and R. E. Siemon

[Lindemuth & Siemon, American 
Journal of Physics, 2009]

Magnetic confinement

Inertial confinement

Magneto-inertial confinement



Toroidal magnetic confinement inspired ideas
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q Field reversed configurations (FRCs) 
are ‘smoke rings’ of plasma, confined
by self-generated magnetic field
[Slough et al NF 2011]

FRC

General fusion Helion

q A tokamak plasma encased in a 
spinning liquid metal (Li-Pb) is
compressed when pistons push the 
metal inwards [Laberge JFE 2019], 
[Brennan NF 2020], [Brennan NF 2021]



Issues for the General Fusion concept
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can be adjusted to achieve the desired radius versus time
under the magnetic pressure. Indeed better gains can be

achieved that way, but for the sake of simplicity this

example assumes self-similarity.
Driven by the pneumatic pistons, the liquid metal flux

conserver compresses the plasma by a linear compression

ratio of C = 10 (Fig. 1d). A higher compression ratio
achieves better fusion yield but symmetry is harder to

maintain. C = 10 is a good balance between symmetry

requirement and fusion yield and is often quoted in the
MTF literature [6]. Both poloidal and toroidal flux in the

cavity are conserved during the compression in this sim-

plified example. For adiabatic compression:

PV5=3 ¼ constant

P ¼ 2nkT

V is reduced by a factor C3, n increases as C3, T increases

as C2, B increases as C2, magnetic energy increases as C,
thermal energy increases as C2 and b increases as C. Where

P is the plasma pressure, n is the plasma density, V is the

plasma volume, B is the magnetic field (either toroidal or
poloidal), b is the ratio of the averaged plasma pressure

over the magnetic pressure of the toroidal field on axis.

The parameters for the initial plasma and final plasma at
peak compression are shown in Table 1.

In order to arrive at these parameters, one chooses a

suitable initial plasma density. Here we choose
n = 2e20 m-3 a relatively high density but achieved, for

Fig. 1 The cylinders are full of liquid PbLi eutectic (in grey). The center shaft is a jet of liquid PbLi. The ST is formed by 100% Coaxial Helicity
Injection (CHI). After reconnection, the ST is compressed to fusion conditions by the liquid metal

Table 1 Example parameters for a machine yielding 140 MJ of
fusion energy per pulse

Initial Final

Density (n) 2e20 m-3 2e23 m-3

Temperature (T) 120 eV 12 keV

Plasma current density (J) 1.4e6 A/m2 1.4e9 A/m2

Outside radius of flux conserver 2 m 0.2 m

Shaft diameter 0.4 m 0.04 m

Major radius (R) 1.2 m 0.12 m

Minor radius (a) 0.8 m 0.08 m

Plasma volume (V) 33 m3 0.033 m3

Aspect ratio (A) = R/a 1.5 1.5

Plasma current (Ip) 2.8 MA 28 MA

Shaft current (Is) 4.2 MA 42 MA

Magnetic field on axis (B0) 0.7 T 70 T

Beta (b) 4% 40%

Thermal energy (Eth) 380 kJ 38 MJ

Magnetic energy (Em) 11 MJ 110 MJ

Journal of Fusion Energy
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q The scaling of fusion power with compression is much less favorable 
than foreseen, even in the most ideal situation [Nicolas PPCF 2022]

q Stability of the plasma along the compression [Brennan NF 2021]

q Compression time is still too slow compared to confinement time

q Large current in the shaft will certainly lead to very fast MHD 
instabilities and disruption of the shaft (including pollution of the 
plasma)

q A pulsed current is injected in the 
central liquid metal shaft to generate
the toroidal field [Laberge, Journal of 
Fusion Energy 2018]

q One obtains a spherical tokamak 
plasma, mechanically compressed by 
the displacement of liquid metal flux 
conserver



Issues for the Helion concept
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q Confinement time is low (< 1ms) so need to create, move and compress the plasma rapidly

q Plasma stability constrains the parameter space and the shape (elongation) of the plasma

q D-3He reactivity is lower than D-T, so a larger temperature is required

q Neutron emission rate in a reactor would be high in case of stoechiometric fuel (D = 3He). Non 
stoechiometric fuel should be used to reduce neutrons, but this further lowers the reaction rate
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q Plasma physics conspiration: 
Ø Plasma configurations relevant for fusion are usually far from

equilibrium, along many degrees of freedom (thermal, magnetic, 
kinetic)

Ø The system seems to always find clever ways to relax the system on 
a time scale faster than that relevant to fusion

q A lot has been achieved, a lot of approaches are being pursued

q The challenge remains immense.

q Contrary to popular belief, fusion is grossly underfunded
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T. Nicolas
timothee.nicolas@gmail.com

Projet de recherche
Séparation par procédé plasma

excuser un tel comportement, on ne saurait l’expliquer uniquement par de la fraude. Il est vrai que
la fusion est restée grossièrement sous-financée depuis des décennies, même si l’effort associé au
projet ITER est significatif. La figure 6 montre que l’effort américain pour développer la fusion a
en réalité été inférieur au pire scénario envisagé en 1976 (la courbe rouge dénotée “fusion never”).
C’est une des raisons pour lesquelles les startups sont obligées de se tourner vers des investisseurs
privés pour espérer obtenir des financements, qui sont non-pérennes, et soumis aux dures lois de
la rentabilité.

Figure 6 – Projections en 1976 des budgets américains nécessaires pour développer la fusion en
fonction de l’agressivité du scénario, comparées à l’effort réel jusqu’en 2012.

En réalité, il est généralement difficile de balayer d’un revers de la main les arguments des
tenants de telle ou telle approche. S’il est évident que les échelles de temps sont grossièrement
exagérées dans le sens optimiste, il est moins évident que les concepts proposés soient tous voués
à l’échec, car il est difficile de démontrer des théorèmes d’impossibilité. Une raison fondamentale
est qu’il n’y a pas de limite basse clairement identifiée à l’énergie requise pour maintenir une
configuration donnée de plasma. Si on considère une configuration magnétique pour confiner un
plasma, comme il n’y a pas de déperdition d’énergie dans les supraconducteurs, la puissance requise
pour maintenir la configuration dépend de la manière qu’ont le plasma et l’énergie de s’échapper
du piège (ainsi que des pertes thermiques liées au refroidissement des bobines supraconductrices).
Les mécanismes par lesquels les particules et le rayonnement s’échappent du piège relèvent d’une
physique des plasmas complexe et non de simples théorèmes tels que le second principe de la
thermodynamique.

Il va de soi que l’on ne pourra devenir expert sur tous ces sujets à la fois. Mais nous pensons
qu’un travail ambitieux de bibliographie et de clarification des phénomènes physiques (stablité,
collisions, lois d’échelles, modèles réduits, etc.), indépendant de ces initiatives privées, serait d’une
grande valeur pour la communauté de la fusion, et pour la recherche française.

12
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q Measurement of T >109 K
q Standard Z-pinch [Haines et al., PRL 2006]
q Dense plasma focus [Lerner et al., Physics of Plasmas 2012]

q Density is far from enough for ignition

q Attempts with Magnetized Liner Inertial Fusion (MagLIF), where
the target plasma is laser-preheated and compressed by a liner

~ 5 mm ~ 100 µm

~
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Carbon, Tungsten, Tritium and 
neoclassical transport
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Graphite tiles in the TCV 
tokamak (EPFL)

J P Graves et al

12

this paper reports pulses where sawtooth control has been 
achieved in H-mode. It has been found that the resonance 
position must be closely constrained to be a few centimetres 
inside the inversion radius and that this ICRH location comes 
with the crucial advantage that impurities displaced outside 
q = 1 during the sawtooth crash appear to reinvade the core at 
a much lower extent (between consecutive sawtooth crashes) 

than when the resonance position is outside q = 1. The crea-
tion of an inward impurity transport barrier near the q = 1 sur-
face is suggested to be consistent with the establishment of a 
strong electron temperature gradient [27] near the local ICRH 
resonance. Clearly the barrier must be positioned inside the 
sawtooth inversion radius, with the optimal position intuitively 
being just inside the inversion radius. Future experiments 

Figure 11. Showing radiative power tomography from 85 080, before (a) and after (b) the sawtooth crash at 12.04 s. These can be 
compared with simulations of impurity density at the same times (c) and (d). Also shown (e) is SXR tomography just prior to the next 
sawtooth crash at 12.43 s. The electron temperature pro"le is plotted in (f) at times just before the consecutive sawtooth crashes at 12.04 s 
and 12.43 s. The q = 1 surface lies just inside the cenfrifugally peaked impurities on the low "eld side and runs along the nearest black 
contour in the tomography "gures of (a), (b) and (e).

Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 57 (2015) 014033

[Graves PPCF 2015]

12 Chapter 1. Introduction

The plasma is separated in different regions, corresponding to different magnetic
topologies. Fig. 1.5 represents a view of the poloidal plane of ITER, where different
regions are highlighted. In the core the helical magnetic field lines wind around the torus
and define nested flux surfaces up to a flux surface called the magnetic separatrix or Last
Closed Flux Surface (LCFS). After the LCFS, field lines are open and directed on the
strike points of the divertor plates. The region located between the LCFS and the edge
is called the Scrape-Off Layer (SOL).

Figure 1.5: Magnetic topology in the poloidal plane. Figure taken from [ITER 1999a].

H mode and L mode

It was discovered in 1982 [Wagner 1982] that diverted tokamaks8 can develop a configu-
ration of enhanced confinement called H mode (High confinement mode), as opposed to

8Some tokamaks, like Tore Supra, do not have a divertor. The plasma is only supported by limiters.
In this case the first magnetic field line touching the limiter defines the LCFS.

Tungsten Divertor 74W
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Chapter 5. Experimental observations of Sawteeth on the Tore Supra and

JET tokamaks

the sudden rise of the total radiated power on panel (e). Starting from this time, the
SXR time trace is seen to increase very smoothly, until the sawtooth crash at t = 9.43 s,
where it undergoes a sudden rise, while the temperature naturally drops. The bolometry
indicates that the total radiated power is of the order of 15-20 MW in this phase, that
is, larger than the total heating (11 MW NBI plus ∼ 1 MW ICRH plus ∼ 1 − 2 MW
ohmic heating), which leads to a fast cooling down of the plasma temperature. It can be
observed that this “W event” appears shortly after the ICRH antenna has been switched
on. This may be not be a coincidence, as the link between ICRH power and W erosion
has been reported in the literature, see for example Refs. [Dux 2007, Dux 2005]. The
standard interpretation is that the coupling of the antenna to the plasma increases the
sheath potential15 and thus the ions are accelerated at higher energies, which enhances
the sputtering at the wall.

15The sheath is a small (a few Debye lengths wide) charged region at the plasma-wall interface. Because
of their small inertia, the electron flux would be larger than the ion flux along the open field lines in
the scrape-off-layer in the absence of sheath. The sheath thus establishes as a result of the excess of
electrons at the wall, to accelerate the ions and slow down the electrons.
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Figure 5.27: JET pulse #84617. NBI total power (a), ICRH total power (b), central
electron temperature (c), Vertical SXR camera, line V12, (d), total horizontal radiated
power from bolometry (e) and W spectroscopy signal (f).
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qTungsten radiation can lead to a disruption (non 
controlled discharge termination)

Carbon, Tungsten, Tritium and 
neoclassical transport



2.2. The internal kink mode 57

and δWMHD is the purely MHD contribution, including the effects of toroidal curvature
and possibly other geometrical effects.
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Figure 2.7: Typical orbit of a trapped particle in a tokamak. A slow toroidal precession
(from the right to the left) is observed on top of the bounce motion. The fast cyclotron
motion is averaged out.

We can give a heuristic explanation of the effect of fast particles on the MHD sta-
bility. In addition to their bounce motion describing the banana orbits described in the
introduction, trapped particles undergo a drift motion in the toroidal direction, at the
drift pulsation ωD (see Fig. 2.7). This frequency is of the order of ρvt/(aR0), where ρ is
the Larmor radius of the particle. Because of the small factor ρ/a, it is sufficiently small
that it can compete with the characteristic frequencies of MHD instabilities16. There are
two mechanisms of interaction of trapped particles with these instabilities:

• A resonant or kinetic part (also called non-adiabatic) coming from the fact that
particles and waves can exchange energy at the resonance, that is, if the mode
pulsation ω is sufficiently close to the drift pulsation ωD.

• A non-resonant or fluid part (also called adiabatic) linked with the adiabatic con-
servation of the third motion invariant associated to the toroidal drift motion,
Pϕ = mBϕv‖/B − Zeψ (m is the ion’s mass, Z its charge number and ψ the
poloidal flux), for particles with ωD " ω.

The second one can be interpreted as follows [Porcelli 1991]. The third invariant of motion
Pϕ is closely related to the poloidal flux through the current loop corresponding to the
particle’s bounce-averaged toroidal motion. Since this flux is adiabatically conserved,

16It is actually of the same order of magnitude as the diamagnetic frequency, ω! ∼ (T/eB)(T ′/rsT ) =
(
√
Tm/eB)(

√

T/m/rLT ) = (ρ/a)(vt/LT ), and LT , the temperature gradient length, is of the order of
the minor radius.

40

q Magnetic field is larger in the inboard side

q Particles feel, along the field lines, a force
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q Discontinuity in the distribution function,                        
regularized by collisions ➠ Radial transport
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Chapitre 2 : Physique de la disruption et de son amortissement

Figure 2.1 – Déroulement d’une disruption. (a) courant plasma (b) Température électronique (c) Ac-
tivité MHD (d) Puissance rayonnée (e) densité électronique linéique. Note : la première
chute de la température n’est pas liée à la disruption.

2.1.2 Quench thermique

Le quench thermique est le début de la disruption à proprement parler. Il résulte de la
croissance d’instabilités MHD dont la description sera donnée dans la section 2.2. Il en résulte
une perte complète du contenu thermique du plasma en quelques dizaines de microsecondes à
quelques millisecondes, selon la taille de la machine. Ce laps de temps est de plusieurs ordres de
grandeur plus court que le temps de confinement de l’énergie mesuré avant la disruption, mon-
trant que la topologie magnétique assurant le confinement est détruite. Lors de cette première
phase de la disruption, la totalité de l’énergie thermique du plasma est perdue par conduction
directe sur les éléments de paroi et par rayonnement.

Le quench thermique entraîne ensuite l’aplatissement du profil de courant, faisant chuter
l’inductance interne du plasma (voir section 2.2.1). Or, l’énergie magnétique du plasma ne
peut pas se dissiper sur une échelle de temps aussi courte que celle du quench thermique.
Par conséquent, le courant plasma doit augmenter pour maintenir cette énergie constante. On
observe donc, suivant immédiatement le quench thermique, un bref ressaut de courant, de
l’ordre de 5 à 20% du courant initial [Wesson 97].

2.1.3 Quench de courant

A la fin du quench thermique, le plasma est à une température de quelques eV, la majeure
partie de son énergie thermique ayant été dissipée. Or, dans l’approximation de Spitzer, la
résistivité du plasma dépend en puissance ≠3/2 de la température [Spitzer 56].

÷ Ã T ≠3/2
e

Le plasma est donc devenu très résistif. Par conséquent, il ne peut plus porter le courant
plasma qui le traverse, et celui-ci est perdu en une durée de quelques millisecondes à quelques
centaines de millisecondes. La durée du quench de courant est déterminée par la constante de
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Section 2.4 : Conséquences des disruptions

sur l’enceinte à vide. Cet asymétrie est caractérisée par un facteur de piquage toroïdal (TPF
pour toroidal peaking factor) défini comme le rapport du maximum toroïdal des courants de
halo sur leur moyenne.

TPF = Ih,max

< Ih >
(2.77)

Pour ITER, le produit du facteur de piquage par la fraction de courant plasma convertie en
courant de halo est limitée à 0,5 et 0,75 dans le cas des disruptions extrêmes. Ceci correspond
donc à un facteur de piquage de 2 pour 25% du courant plasma converti en halo. Ceci correspond
à des forces verticales de 150 MN et horizontales de 50 MN [IPB 99].

Il apparaît donc nécessaire de développer une méthode permettant de réduire ces forces
verticales pouvant amener à des déformations intolérables de l’enceinte à vide.

2.4.3 Electrons découplés

2.4.3.1 Première génération

Un électron dans un plasma où règne un champ électrique E est soumis à une force d’ac-
célération et à une force de friction Ff liée aux collisions avec les autres particules.

m
dv

dt
= eE ≠ Ff (2.78)

La force de friction peut être définie en fonction du temps caractéristique pour arrêter un
électron animé d’une vitesse ve :

Ff = meve

·s

(2.79)

où me et ve sont la masse et la vitesse de l’électron considéré. ·s est le temps caractéristique
de ralentissement donné par :

·s = 4
3

fi‘2
0m2

ev3
e

ne4 ln �
avec ln � le logarithme coulombien (ln � ƒ 15 ≠ 1/2 ln(ne/1020) + ln Te). ne et Te sont la

densité et la température électronique.
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Figure 2.21 – Accélération d’électrons suivant une distribution d’énergie maxwellienne
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https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=Q87QNDeqGHQ

Chapitre 2 : Physique de la disruption et de son amortissement

Figure 2.22 – Electrons découplés : impact sur un limiteur en carbone de Tore Supra

Figure 2.23 – Limiteur interne de JET fondu par un faisceau d’électrons découplés

Afin de prévoir le comportement des électrons découplés dans les futurs réacteurs, il devient
également nécessaire de calculer tous les termes de perte d’énergie de ceux-ci : rayonnement
synchrotron, turbulence magnétique et configuration des lignes de champ pouvant a�ecter leur
confinement.

Au vu des risques engendrés par ces faisceaux d’électrons, il devient indispensble de trouver
un moyen d’empêcher leur formation ou de les arrêter une fois produits.

2.4.4 Conséquences opérationnelles

Chacun des e�ets mentionnés ci-dessus peut engendrer des dégâts su�sants pour conduire
à un arrêt de l’exploitation d’un tokamak. Néanmoins, sans aller jusqu’à la panne majeure,
chaque disruption entraîne un certain nombre de "‘gênes"’ à l’exploitation. D’une part, en éle-
vant la température de nombreux éléments de paroi, les disruptions provoquent des dégazages
de deutérium, et d’impuretés piégées dans les parois. D’autre part, elles décrochent des pous-
sières ou des dépôts mal attachés aux CFPs. Ces impuretés empêchent souvent le redémarrage
d’une décharge plasma immédiatement après une disruption, nécessitant des chocs de nettoyage
ou l’emploi d’une méthode de conditionnement adaptée (décharges luminescentes, conditionne-
ment FCI...) Les impuretés détériorent en outre le conditionnement de la machine, diminuant
ses performances.
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Figure 2.18 – Exemple de déformation engendrée par des courants induits : aiguille tordue d’un limi-
teur de Tore Supra, plaque de CFC cassée

plasma est réalisée grâce à des jeux de bobines magnétiques poloïdales en haut et en base de
la chambre et parcourues par des courants parallèles au courant plasma (2.19).

Figure 2.19 – Elongation du plasma à l’aide de deux bobines. En pratique, on utilise des configurations
plus complexes.

Cette configuration est cependant verticalement instable : un petit déplacement vers le
haut du plasma fait croître la force exercée par la bobine du haut, et diminuer celle exercée
par la bobine du bas, amplifiant donc la perturbation initiale. La faible inertie du plasma
rend ce mouvement très rapide et pratiquement impossible à contrebalancer par un système
de contrôle. Fort heureusement, les courants induits dans les structures lors du déplacement
du plasma s’opposent à celui-ci. Les structures passives de l’enceinte d’un tokamak sont ainsi
conçues de telle sorte à ralentir su�samment le déplacement pour permettre un contrôle actif,
sur l’échelle de temps résistif de la structure en question ·v = Lv/Rv. Néanmoins, malgré ces
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Disruptions are not to be taken lightly

Source : thèse C. Reux
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magnetic drifts, q
Eichλ  is reduced with decreasing DSOL, similar 

to the no-drift case.
Figure 5 gives the outer target heat !ux pro"le for the 

full-drift simulation with D 0.1SOL =  m2 s−1, along with 
the experimental data from DIII-D. Eich-style "ts are also 
shown. Experimental and simulated peak heat !uxes are 
quite different, with the simulated value more than three 
times larger than the measured one, while simulated and 
measured qλ  are closer: 3.2 mm and 2.0 mm, respectively. 
For comparison, the predictions of the Eich regression 
and the HD model are 2.2 mm and 2.0 mm, respectively. 
(Regression #14 is used from Eich et  al [2], and pure 
 deuterium plasma is assumed for the HD prediction.) Also 
indicated in the "gure are the Gaussian spreading factors, 
S. The smaller S in the simulation re!ects the relatively 
low simulated collisionality; as discussed above, simulated 
target recycling is only 90%, in contrast with the near 100% 
recycling from the saturated DIII-D targets. The difference 
in simulated and measured peak heat !ux is largely due 
to the absence of impurity radiation in these simulations5, 
which allows unrealistically high total power deposition on 
the divertor targets.

3.2. Drift-induced thermoelectric effect

Figures 6(a) and (c) compare the electrostatic potential (φ) 
to 3Te (where Te is in eV) for inner and outer targets, respec-
tively, in the full-drift simulation with D 0.1SOL =  m2 s−1. 
Targets are assumed to be grounded with 0φ =  V. Sheath 
analysis [20] shows that, for a pure deuterium plasma without 
secondary electron emission, when T3 eφ =  ( floatφ≡ ), there is 

no current through the sheath, i.e. the plasma ‘!oats’. When 
inner and outer target temperatures differ, the so-called ther-
moelectric current [20, 22, 23] is carried from the hotter target 
to the colder target. In the case depicted in "gure 6, the inner 
target is in a conduction-limited regime, with strike point 
T 25e≈  eV and n 10e

20≈  m−3, compared to the outer target 
which is in a sheath-limited regime with strike point T 100e≈  
eV and and n 10e

19≈  m−3. At the inner target, φ rises above 
floatφ  such that the sheath favors ion transmission, and the cur-

rent to the target is approximately given by the ion saturation 

Figure 4. Panel (a): gradient length scales in scans of SOL particle 
diffusivity (DSOL). Gradient scale lengths for density (Ln; solid 
lines) and electron temperature (LTe; dashed lines) are calculated at 
the outer midplane separatrix. Panel (b): λq found using Eich "tting.

Figure 5. Deposited outer target heat !ux versus distance along the 
target from the separatrix (dtarg). Results of the full-drift simulation 
at =D 0.1SOL  m2 s−1 (labeled ‘SOLPS’; divided by 3 to facilitate 
visual comparison) and from corresponding DIII-D heat !ux 
measurement (labeled ‘expt.’) are shown, along with Eich-style "ts. 
Positive dtarg indicates the SOL, while negative indicates the private 
!ux region.

5 Typically in DIII-D, impurity radiation dominates the total radiation—
see, for example, work by Porter et al [21]. To capture realistic radiation in 
DIII-D, not only must carbon must be included in the modeling, but high 
target recycling must be used to achieve low SOL temperatures, near 10 eV, 
at which carbon becomes an ef"cient radiator.

Figure 6. Electrostatic potentials and heat !uxes in full-drift 
simulation at =D 0.1SOL  m2 s−1. Panels (a) and (c) show the sheath 
potential (φ) and !oating potential (3Te) at the inner and outer 
targets as a function of target position. Total heat !ux (‘total’), total 
electron heat !ux (‘e, total’), and the conducted components of 
electron heat !ux are shown in panels (b) and (d) for inner and outer 
targets.
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The plasma is separated in different regions, corresponding to different magnetic
topologies. Fig. 1.5 represents a view of the poloidal plane of ITER, where different
regions are highlighted. In the core the helical magnetic field lines wind around the torus
and define nested flux surfaces up to a flux surface called the magnetic separatrix or Last
Closed Flux Surface (LCFS). After the LCFS, field lines are open and directed on the
strike points of the divertor plates. The region located between the LCFS and the edge
is called the Scrape-Off Layer (SOL).

Figure 1.5: Magnetic topology in the poloidal plane. Figure taken from [ITER 1999a].

H mode and L mode

It was discovered in 1982 [Wagner 1982] that diverted tokamaks8 can develop a configu-
ration of enhanced confinement called H mode (High confinement mode), as opposed to

8Some tokamaks, like Tore Supra, do not have a divertor. The plasma is only supported by limiters.
In this case the first magnetic field line touching the limiter defines the LCFS.

q Maximum heat flux scales as1/!q

q ITER prediction of !q : 1 mm !!

q Detachment using impurity radiation must 
be used

q ELM mitigation coils can lead to 
reattachment of the plasma
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Fig. 1. Neutralization efficiency of the ions, analyzed by the authors utilizing
cross section data in [4].

plasma, energy must be provided faster than it is being lost. As
energy is lost more slowly from the centre of the fusion device
than from the edge, the beam should deposit its energy nearer
the centre than the edge. As the cross sections for ionizing the
neutral beam decrease with the beam energy [3], [4], a higher
energy beam penetrates deeper into any given plasma. In past
magnetic fusion experiments and most operating devices, these
considerations set the beam energies in the range of 30–160 keV.

In order to penetrate the large, dense, plasmas of future fu-
sion devices, such as International Thermonuclear Experimental
Reactor (ITER) and fusion reactors, the required neutral beam
energy to heat, but not dilute, is 300 keV [1]. Another require-
ment of the neutral beams on future devices and fusion reactors
is to drive current in the plasma in order to have steady state
operation of a tokomak type device or reactor. Now the current
drive efficiency (driven current/neutral beam power) increases
with the beam energy, and a very high beam energy of 1 MeV
is required.

Both accelerated positive or negative hydrogen ions can be
neutralised by collisions with hydrogen molecules [3], [4].
Fig. 1 shows the neutralization efficiency at optimum gas thick-
ness as functions of beam energy. In most existing neutral beam
systems (beam energy 100 keV/nucleon), positive ions are
utilized as the accelerated ion species. However, the neutraliza-
tion efficiency of these decreases as the beam energy increases,
becoming unacceptably low at energies 100 keV/nucleon. On
the other hand, negative ions have a neutralization efficiency
of 60% even with the beam energies at the megaelectronvolt
level. For this reason, negative ions are the inevitable choice as
the primary ion species for future neutral beam systems with
beam energies of 100 keV/nucleon.

D. Current Density and Source Size

The neutral beam must pass from the accelerator through the
neutralizer and other components of the neutral beam injector
and into the fusion device. The need to pass through a port in the
fusion device limits the size of the beam and thus of the acceler-
ator and ion source. The need to supply the required total power
through a small number of ports determines the average power
density in the neutral beams, and thus, taking account of the
neutralization efficiency and the accelerator grid transparency,

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF OPERATING POSITIVE ION SOURCES ON FUSION DEVICES

in their precursors the ion beams. The size and the beam en-
ergy determine the current density required from the ion source.
The requirement from present day positive ion sources is 1.5
to 2.5 . For the future, negative ion based system, it is

.
A good example of a positive ion based neutral beam injector

is that of JET [5]. This uses two ports and two injectors, each de-
livering 10 MW of neutrals to the JET plasma. Each injector is
equipped with eight accelerators and eight ion sources. Each ion
source is quasi-rectangular, measuring 600 mm high by 320 mm
wide by 220 mm deep. The sources operate in deuterium (al-
though they can also operate in hydrogen or helium), the beam
energy is either 80 or 140 keV (depending on the accelerator
installed), and the corresponding accelerated ion beam current
(current densities) are 60 A (2.4 ) and 30 A (1.2 )
respectively.

II. POSITIVE ION SOURCES

Note that in this section, hydrogen atoms and molecules and
hydrogen ions are referred to. Unless otherwise mentioned, all
the statements apply equally to the isotopic equivalents for deu-
terium or tritium.

The first multiampere positive ion source appeared in 1972
[6] and they have been used on neutral beam injection systems
since 1973. The early designs of positive ion sources were not
suitable for extrapolation to the large size ion sources with high
electrical efficiency and low operating pressures that were re-
quired by the later generation of fusion devices. In this paper,
only the type of ion source now used on all operating fusion de-
vices will be described, the “magnetic multipole” or “magnetic
bucket.” These ion sources have been remarkably successful,
and the more important parameters for some of these sources
are shown in Table I.

A. Basic Considerations

In its most elementary form, a positive ion source consists of
a box which contains a cold hydrogen plasma from which ions
are extracted through holes in one wall of the box. The hydrogen
plasma can be easily formed by filling the box with and
striking an arc discharge between hot, thermionically emitting,
filaments and an anode. Such a plasma is quite complex with a
rich set of reactions taking place in the plasma. Some (not all) of

q Neutral beam injectors q Ion Cyclotron wave heating

q At the ion cyclotron resonant frequency, 
there is a cutoff for the main ions. One must 
cheat by heating a minority ion (H)

q Today, even three-species schemes are
designed to reach energies in the range of 
MeV


